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Justice Scalia Gives Keynote Speech at GW Symposium

BY KATHERINE M EREAND-SINHA

Editor in Chief

Opening this year's Law Review Sym
posium last Thursday, Justice Anton
Scalia addressed George Washington
University Law students and fac
ulty regarding "The Methodology of
Originalism". As Dean Berman aptly
stated in his remarks, such an hon
or is one that students at other law
schools would "kill for" but not an
uncommon occurrence at GW Law.
Indeed, Justice Scalia was not the
only judicial luminary gracing this
year's symposium. Several appel
late court judges took part in a panel
discussion on day two, including
Easterbrook, Kavanaugh, Lettow,
Raggi, Sutton, and Diane Wood. Stu
dents on the law review and those
who secured a lottery ticket for the
keynote or RSVP'd to the panels on
Friday were treated to discussions
relating to the 100th Anniversary
of Farrand's Records of the Federal
Convention.
The late Max Farrand, a Professor of
History at Yale and a president of
the American History Association,
reconstructed records from the Fed
eral Convention in 1787. The com
pilation relied heavily on individual
notes of the official secretary and
other attendees such as James Madi
son; the three volume collection was
published in 1911. Farrand's Re
cords, which were meticulously con
structed, have long been cited as a

primary source for determining the
framer's "original intent".
Reading the 200-year-old tea leaves
of original intent, however, is some
thing Justice Scalia emphatically re
jects. He went as far as to say "I de
test the term" intent. In his remarks
and during an audience Q&A he more
than once stated "1 don't care" what
lawmakers, from any era, intended.
Words have "fair meaning" and there
is "nothing but the text" to deter
mine the true purpose of a law. If the
drafters of a law did not look up the
meaning of the language at the time,
too bad, because they should have.
How, then, might the Justice find the
Records, the Federalist Papers, or
even Blackstone's useful? He admits
that intent is of no judicial import
and the meaning of words change
overtime, but also proudly highlight
ed his use of definitions from Blackstone in the Court's recent "originalist opinion" in Heller. He walked the
audience through several aspects of
Heller, including the fact that Blackstone's definition of the right to bear
arms classified it as one of the "fun
damental rights of Englishmen" at
the time of the founding of America.
He drew a fine but clear line when
during the Q&A many questioners
attempted in vain to catch him in a
logical fallacy or inconsistency for
relying on ancillary historical texts
in some opinions. The meaning of

words, under his theory of original
ism, is reliant upon a framework of
their meaning in the context of law
at the time they were written.
Thus the meaning of words is not
what "99 percent of people" think
and we cannot expect the "Joe the
Plumber" equivalent in any era to
understand such technical mean
ing. Instead, he says, it is uniquely
the judge or the lawyer's role to de
termine the "reasonable" meaning
within the context of the law. And
while no source is definitive, "clues
in mysteries always point in differ
ent directions" he explained, deter
mining the appropriate weight of
historical authority is eminently ju
dicial. He likened his role to that of
the Oxford English Dictionary, albeit
for a smaller, more focused lexicon.
A f ew reasons underpin the impor
tant distinction between Justice Scalia's brand of originalism and all oth
er legal theories, most particularly
the legitimacy of judicial power and
the "ease of lawyerly application" of
the law. The first speaks to the dis
tinction between legislative and ju
dicial power. Citing issues such as
abortion, sodomy, assisted suicide,
capital punishment, and capital pun
ishment applied to minors, he finds
that these are not new phenomena
that the framers did not or could not
have contemplated, in sharp contrast
to the Internet. It was in fact com
mon, he reminded the audience, for

children as young as 12 to be put to
death in late eighteenth century. For
the judiciary to stray into addressing
settled phenomena in a new ways is
to invite jurists to apply their own
moral philosophy to the law. That
is why Justice Scalia maintains that
originalism is not perfect, it is mere
ly the lesser evil that better avoids
judicial abuse.
The Justice also shared his opinions
on some other related topics. He dis
cussed the integral role of history in
law and law in history. He lamented
what he calls the unfortunate trend
of professorial amici, describing it as
"advocacy parading as disinterested
scholarship." And he noted that there
is nothing distinctive about female
judges as compared to male judgesin his view, there are only good judg
es and bad judges.
Perhaps most directly useful to stu
dents were the Justice's remarks
about oral arguments. When asked
whether he found them of value, he
confessed that at first he assumed
that they would be nothing more
than a "dog and pony show". Yet, t o
his surprise, he became a big believ
er in their value, as they allow law
yers to be true advocates. Briefs, by
their nature, are logically structured,
often spending more time explaining
complicated minutia than simple but
key ideas. In oral argument, howev
er, "logical order be damned [...] put
your big point up front".
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NEWS
Transparency Debate
Runs Long, Patience Runs
Short

NOTA BE NE IS A BI-WEEKLY STUDENT PUBLICATION AT THE GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL. NO TA BENE SERVES AS A FORUM FOR N EWS, F EATURES, AND
OPINIONS IN THE LAW SCHOOL COMMUNITY.
WE SEEK SUBMISSIONS FROM ALL AT GW LAW.

(2L-Evening) amend
ed
this text to require
SBA Correspondent
that the Senator who
EDITOR IN CHIEF
proposed the closure
KATHERINE MEREAND-SINHA
draft the statement, which would be
MANAGING EDITOR
JULIAN MEEK
subject to approval by the Executive
OPINIONS EDITOR
DAVID KEITHLY
The GW Law Softball Club asked the Vice President and a simple majority
FEATURES EDITOR
TODD WATSON
Senate for $1,600 in ad hoc funding of the Senate. In the event of disap
NEWS EDITOR
ALEX GIANNATASIO
to supplement group funds for sev proval, the statement would require
eral upcoming tournaments and re redrafting.
STAFF
place heavily worn equipment. The
Finance Committee, in customary Brad Carroll (2L-Day) disagreed
JOSHUA BOUAZIZ
AJ. KORNBLITH
fashion,
recommended a reduced to strongly with the amendment, stat
BLAKE BEHNXE
PRERNA LAL
tal of $1,000.
ing that the proposed legislation was
MEGAN BROWN
STEPHANIE LEVITT
ELIZABETH CONFALONE
DAVID MUELLER
unnecessarily complicated and that
MARK AA RON COX
BRADFORD L. SEAMON, JR.
The GW Law Softball Club appears to an explanation of the closure at the
ROBERT STEPHENS
JONATHAN FOSTER
enjoy widespread support through meeting itself should be sufficient,
CHRISTEN GALLAGHER
THOMAS RENKES
out the law school. Several senators which could then be found in the al
MICHAEL WILLIAMS
HARRY HUDESMAN
praised the organization as inclusive ready published minutes. Mr. S tone
and noted its history of successful countered that a separate document
fundraising, while others pointed would allow for more careful consid
out that, with their successful fund- eration of the disclosure statement,
raising, they were one of the organi and Mr. Russo added that minutes are
zations least in need of supplemen "not a transcript, and ideas get lost."
tal funds. Several proposals were put Mr. Carroll remained firm, calling
BY ALEX GIANNATASIO
On October 14, 2011,
this line of reasoning, forth for alternately higher or lower the bill a "procedural sideshow," and
News Editor
the GW Law Chapter
arguing that the deci amounts than the Finance Commit countered with his own amendment
of Students for a Sen
sion to use any sub tee's recommendation, but ultimate modifying Mr. Russo's amendment
sible Drug Policy (SSDP) took a trip stance comes down to personality ly the Senate approved the $1,000 to Mr. Stone's text by stipulating that
total by a vote of 12-3-5.
to the Drug Enforcement Adminis type.
the statement will be published with
tration (DEA) Museum in Arlington
the minutes rather than separately.
Virginia, in what turned out to be a "Maybe an individual who tries and Carissa Tyler (3L) appeared before The Senate moved to end discussion
memorable outing.
enjoys marijuana use will decide the Senate to request approval of the after thirty minutes and voted to ap
to try other drugs—and maybe he Constitution for a proposed student prove the twice-amended version of
SSDP is a national organization fo won't. But the one doesn't follow group, the GW Law Basketball As the original bill by a vote of 18-3-1.
cused on shifting the drug issue from the other. In other words, no sociation. At present, the unofficial
from the criminal realm to the pub one particular substance leads to the organization oversees recreational, After seventy-five minutes, many
lic health realm, according to Justin use of other substances. That would semi-competitive basketball games senators were shifting restlessly and
Butler, Vice President for Social Out be like saying that an individual who between law students. Ms. Tyler en appeared anxious to wrap up the
reach of the GW Law Chapter. "Ad tries alcohol is more likely to try countered difficulties when attempt procedures. Discussion of the com
diction is a health issue, and should marijuana, and therefore more likely ing to reserve courts at the Lerner plementary bill, the Sunlight Act, was
be treated as such," Butler explained. to try cocaine. In reality, individuals Health and Wellness Center, which limited by motion to fifteen minutes.
"Our goal is to change the angle from who are more likely to try substanc only awards reservations to official
which we look at addiction and other es in general are more likely to try student groups. After some light The proposed Sunlight Act would re
substances in general...it has noth discussion, the Senate approved the quire the keeping of minutes during
drug-related issues as a nation."
ing to do with which substances they Constitution, and thus formed a new closed-door sessions, which would
organization, by a unanimous voice later be published with redactions of
SSDP arrived at the DEA Museum end up using...."
vote.
statements made by individual sena
expecting a traditional guided tour
from a museum employee. Instead, Secondly, Agent Jones asserted that
tors. A s enator would be permitted
the group was met by Supervisory marijuana use can cause schizophre The Senate then voted to confirm to remove his own comments from
Special Agent Namon Jones, a career nia. "That theory was disproven in two nominees to the SBA Court. the record without approval from
field agent with nearly 30 years of the British medical journal Addic Michael Coffey (2L) and Marissa the Senate, and broader redactions
experience in undercover fieldwork tion, not too long ago," Butler said. Abraham (2L) addressed concerns can be authorized via simple major
with high-level drug dealers. "You The article, which holds that "the relating to students' general lack of ity approval.
could not imagine a meeting of two evidence that cannabis use causes knowledge about the SBA Ju diciary.
more divergent viewpoints," Butler schizophrenia is neither very new, Both expressed the abstract goal of The bill divided the Senate between
chuckled. He added, "Of course, we nor by normal criteria, particularly promoting awareness of the Judicia those who supported it, those who
afforded him the level of respect he compelling," can be found online ry. Even Mr. Coffey admitted that he did not, and those who wished to
"[didn't] really know how the three end the long-running meeting. Mr.
deserves, having spent his profes (link on thenotabene.org).
branches operate [together] at GW." Carroll proposed an amendment
sional career going after murderers
and putting bad people behind bars." Finally, Agent Jones claimed that After fielding several hypothetical which would strike the mandatory
marijuana has no medicinal benefits questions concerning past issues publishing language from the bill.
The DEA M useum is not very exten besides increasing the appetites of faced by the Judiciary,'both nomi Juan Garcia-Pardo (1L-13) wished to
sive, and what had started as a tour cancer patients undergoing che nees were confirmed by a unani know if t he record would still show
that "some comment" was made fol
soon became a spirited question and motherapy. "That was a nice give of mous voice vote.
lowing its redaction. Mr. Stone noted
answer session. "Agent Jones had him, but it looks past all the other
three particular positions that we evidence that has come out concern The Senate renewed discussion of that this is the objective of trans
ing everything from mood regulation the Accountability Act, first pro parency legislation: to hold student
found quite striking," said Butler.
to Postraumatic Stress Disorder in posed in the previous session. The representatives responsible for their
His first position was that marijuana soldiers to increasing appetite and text in the original proposal of Sam words, even in closed-door meet
Stone (2L-Day) and Dean Aynechi ings.
is a "gateway" drug. "That's a chicken comfort in AIDs patients."
(2L-Day) would require the Senate to
and the egg argument, and always
publish a brief statement following Noting that the issue was too un
Overall,
the
trip
was
a
success,
says
has been," Butler said. "It's impos
any
closure of a meeting explaining wieldy to resolve in fifteen minutes,
sible to prove." The "gateway" theory Butler. "If nothing else, it was very
posit that marijuana use opens the informative of the government's po the reason(s) for said closure, sepa the Senate moved to table the dis
rate from the official minutes. A new cussion, likely to revisit it during
door to more dangerous drug use sitions."
amendment
proposed by Rob Russo their next session.
and abuse. Butler takes issue with

Students for a Sensible
Drug Policy Take a Trip

The SBA Senate con
vened on Monday, Oc
tober 24th in L202 for
their third meeting of
the Fall 2011 schedule.

BY MAR K AARON COX
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NEWS
Cyberlaw Panel Discusses Future of Online CurrenImplications of AT&T/
cies Remains Doubtful
T-Mobile Merger
BY MEG AN BRO WN

Staff Writer

BY ALEX G IANNATASIO AND AVONNE B ELL

News Editor/President of Cyberlaw

Last week, the Cyberlaw Student
Association (CYLSA) hosted a panel
discussion on legal and policy is
sues surrounding the recently pro
posed merger of wireless providers
AT&T and T-Mobile. CYLSA Presi
dent Avonne Bell (2L) moderated
the discussion. The panel included
GW Law Professors Natalie Roisman and Thomas Morgan, as well as
representatives Sherwin Siy of Pub
lic Knowledge, a non-profit public
interest group, and Berin Szoka of
Tech Freedom, a non-profit libertar
ian think tank. Approximately two
dozen students were in attendance.
The merger is big news. It implicates
complex issues of antitrust law, tele
communications law, and admin
istrative law, and brings renewed
attention to several policy consider
ations in each of these fields.
The market for wireless providers in
the United States is overwhelmingly
controlled by four companies: Ve
rizon, AT&T, S print, and T-Mobile. If
the merger between AT&T and T-Mo

bile were to be consummated, 80%

This is a trying time for the FCC, as
Professor Roisman pointed out. Cur
rently, only four of the five commis
sioner spots on the FCC are filled and
a second commissioner position is
set to expire at the end of the year.
Recently, the President has tried to
address this by recently nominat
ing two individuals to fill these slots.
However, members of Congress have
threatened to block their appoint
ments. "That's not the way the FCC
should look, especially when it has
two major mergers- before it," said
Professor Roisman. The second megamerger — a controversial deal
between Comcast and NBC — was
approved earlier this year. Immedi
ately following approval, FCC Com
missioner Meredith Attwell Baker
announced that she would be taking
a job as Senior Vice President of Gov
ernment Affairs at NBC, r aising both
eyebrows and questions.

It sounds like a plot element from a
futuristic science fiction novel—a
currency existing online and created
by a shadowy figure. But Bitcoin and
its enigmatic creator are real, offer
ing an alternative to PayPal, credit
cards and the U.S. dollar, at least for
now.
.

transactions. Bitcoin users do not
have to provide any identifying in
formation when creating an account.
Bitcoin transactions take place using
randomly generated public and pri
vate keys — cryptography devices
— so neither the buyer nor the seller
knows the identity of their counter
part. This stands in stark contrast to
credit card transactions, which can
easily be traced to the cardholder.

Bitcoin is an example of a digital cur
rency, a monetary system that stores
value and can be exchanged on the
Internet. While it is in some respects These benefits have not translated
similar to the virtual currencies of into the widespread use of Bitcoins,
some online games — such as the although they have generated a lot of
Linden Dollar in Second Life — Bit- interest. Few merchants accept pay
coins can purchase real goods in the ment in Bitcoins. So far, Bitcoin has
real world.
failed to expand far beyond a small
niche of tech-sawy users willing to
Satoshi Nakamoto created Bitcoin take a risk.
in 2009 as a decentralized, peerto-peer network. Nakamoto's real "They're not something that I w ould
identity is unknown and the subject consider to be a worth-while invest
of much speculation; the name may ment," said a GW 2L who preferred
serve as an alias for a group of in not to give his name. He learned of
dividuals. The New Yorker recently Bitcoin over the summer but has not
featured an article speculating that seen the benefit of using them.
Nakamoto may be Michael Clear, the
Professor Morgan, Oppenheim Pro
top computer science undergrad at "I don't even like using PayPal. Usu
fessor of Antitrust and Trade Regula
Trinity College in Dublin in 2008. ally if I am purchasing something
tion Law, discussed the Doj's interest Clear denies that he is Nakamoto.
online that requires me to buy some
in the merger. Antitrust law is largely
thing \\Ve tYiat. \ S\ry yust. ervou^rv Ao
concerned witVv issues of concen

of the market would be concentrated tration and competition in market
in the hands of two companies—Ve economies. Conceptually; severe imrizon and AT&T/T-Mobile—leaving pediments to free and fair competi
the future viability of Sprint in seri tion are generally considered un
ous question.
lawful. In the instance of a merger,
the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act requires
The federal government cannot di that parties to a proposed merger
rectly approve or disapprove of a of a certain scale must provide the
merger, but the proposed merger DoJ a nd the Federal Trade Commis
does trigger the initiation of regu sion with information relevant to the
latory review processes at both the deal. DoJ then reviews the details for
Federal Communications Commis any conflicts with existing antitrust
sion (FCC) and the Department of law, such as the Clayton Act. If c on
flicts are found, the government has
Justice (DoJ).
two options. First, DoJ may make rec
Professor Roisman discussed the ommendations to the parties to the
FCC's role in the possible merger. merger as to how to bring the deal
Primarily, the FCC d eals with spec in line with the law. Second, if DoJ
trum licensing, or the right to use ra determines that such recommen
dio frequencies for communications dations would prove insufficient,
purposes. In order for the merger to the Antitrust Division brings suit
have the desired commercial effect, against the parties to the deal. The
AT&T w ould need to acquire the li latter course of action was taken in
censes currently owned by T-Mobile. the AT&T—T-Mobile case, and litiga
Such transactions must first acquire tion is pending. For the government
the blessing of the FCC. The ques to win the suit, the court would have
tion implicated in an FCC review is to hold that the merger constitutes a
whether or not the proposed license violation of existing antitrust law.
transfers are ultimately in the public
/
interest. The public interest stan But, as Professor Morgan explained,
dard is not explicitly defined by the "the government could very well
FCC's authorizing statute, so it al lose." The court will be forced to bal
lows the agency to consider a broad ance a number of factors in making
range of factors in making its deter its determination, including: the na
mination. For this proposed merger, ture of the market at issue; market
the agency may consider factors like concentration and the tendency of
the merger's ability to provide con the specific merger to form a monop
sumers with more handset choices, oly; the effect of market concentra
improve availability of faster mobile tion on competition; barriers to en
services, greater broadband access, try; merger-related efficiencies; and
or more efficient spectrum use. Ul the economic viability of the parties.
timately, FCC disapproval of the li Under Section Seven of the Clayton
cense transfers would kill the deal.
Continued on Page 4...

AfXer dowu\oadmg xYve B\tco\n sofxware, a person can acquire Bitcoins

in two ways. One can either "mine"

\y\xy \X because \X* s bas\ca\\^ vjasVeA

money tfiat / can't recoup Co use for

what I w ant. It would take something

Bitcoins or purchase them at an ex pretty crazy to happen for me to buy
change, akin to exchanging US d ol into something like that."
lars for a foreign currency. "Mining"
Bitcoins refers to creating a new al It's doubtful how much longer Bitgorithm to verify past Bitcoin trans coin will last. Having reached a mar
actions in return for a small number ket high in June of about 32 dollars
per coin, their value has since fallen
of new Bitcoins.
to 3 dollars. Just before Halloween,
No central authority like a central cybersecurity blogs reported new
bank or clearing agency regulates malware affecting Macs in order to
the use of Bitcoins. This makes them collect new Bitcoins. A digital cur
appealing to those who disapprove rency with long-term viability may
of the role central banks play in mon still be nothing more than the stuff
itoring the monetary supply. Trans of science fiction.
actions carried out with Bitcoins af
ford buyers and sellers a far greater
degree of privacy than credit card

Congratulations to Sarah the Guinea Pig (photo by Carrie Rose Wilkinson)
and the other winners of the SALDF Pet Photo contest
See our website (www.thenotabene.org) for more of the adorable pets!
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Merger,

Continued

Act, DoJ would have to prove, by a
preponderance of the evidence, that
"the effect [of the merger] may be...
to restrain such commerce in any
section or community, or tend to cre
ate a monopoly of any line of com
merce."
Of c ourse, the litigation itself is part
of a bigger picture. As Professor Mor
gan noted, "the longer the litigation
continues, the less likely it is that the
deal will go through."
Representatives of the parties to the
merger assert that the deal would
have substantially positive repercus
sions for the public, including better
access to services, broader avail
ability of 4G LTE technology (widely
heralded as the immediate future
of telecommunications technology,)
and the creation of thousands of pri
vate sector jobs. Others, including
lawyers at DoJ, argue that further
market concentration may well lead
to higher prices for consumers, and
increased difficulty in regulating
preferential treatment and/or sup
pression of content.
Notably, AT&T accidentally released
information on the FCC website in
dicating that the expansion of 4G
LTE technology is not a merger-de
pendent factor. For its part, the job
growth assertion runs counter to the
generai pattern of mergers, which
generally lead to redundancy layoffs

in the interest of efficiency. In light
of this consideration, the FCC has re
quested further specific data corrob
orating predictions of job growth.

from

Page
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NEWS
Dean Berman Implements
New Committee on
Curricular Innovation

authority to require these conditions
but it is a tool that is often employed.
"'Voluntary' standards aren't exactly
voluntary. The FCC, for instance, can
hold up a merger review indefinite
ly until they do what they the FCC
wants." Specifically, Mr. Szoka cited
the NBC/Comcast deal. According to
Mr. Szoka, the FCC w as able to force
concessions on diversity from Com
cast/NBC by slowing the approval
process to a crawl until diversity
concessions appeared in the deal. He
called the FCC "adrift" in its public
interest standard, and characterized
the Commission's handling of spec
trum licensing as "grossly misman
aged."
Mr. Szoka suggested that allowing
the merger to proceed could have
the positive consequence of creat
ing a market entity able to compete
on an equal playing field with Veri
zon—hands down the nation's lead
ing provider of 4G LTE tec hnology.
For his part, Sherwin Siy of Public
Knowledge rejected "the idea that
you could fight the behemoth by es
tablishing a competing colossus." He
pointed out that AT&T has plans to
roll out 4G even if the merger fails.
"Verizon has less spectrum and more
customers, and they did it. Why can't
AT&T?" In addition, he expressed
concern that the model of voluntary

concessions is insufficient to address

the market concerns. He expressed
reservations about the idea that al
lowing a company to gain signifi
cantly greater market share can be
balanced out by having them abide
by a few conditions.

As the panel discussion continued,
Ms. Bell had some difficulty manag
ing the excitement of the two non
profit representatives, who engaged
in a spirited ideological debate as to
how the government should handle
the merger on policy grounds.

In the end, the antitrust and regula
tory concerns of the courts, private
telecommunications corporations,
and other interested parties hinge
upon a balancing of the merger's
pros and cons. It remains to be seen
how the courts will receive DoJ's
Berin Szoka of Tech Freedom took argument, and how the case itself
umbrage with the use of "political will influence the FCC's decision on
theater" by FCC co mmissioners and license transfers. The parties to the
congressmen in guiding the volun suit have requested expedited re
tary requests and actions of the pri view, and a decision is tentatively
vate parties to mergers. Often par expected some time next year. The fi
ties to a merger will make various nal decision could have broad impli
concessions in order to help move cations for lawyers and consumers
their approval process along. Agen alike in the very near future.
cies like the FCC technically have no

Nota Bene accepts
advertisements.
Email us for our rates.

notabene@law.gwu.edu

BY MEL ISSA M ILCHMAN

Staff Writer

The concept of "one-size-fits-all"
may work for Halloween costumes,
baseball caps, and mittens. But the
world of academia is slowly accept
ing that it may not work for educa
tion, particularly in those fields that
require specialized skills and knowl
edge, such as the law.

Professor Brown said that the pur
pose of the Strategic Planning Com
mittee on Curricular and Pedagogic
Innovation is to meet the needs of
the current job market, change the
legal education to account for the
evolving state of the field, and ad
dress the debate among the academ
ic community about how to better
prepare students for practice.

Dean Berman expressed his disen
chantment with the one-size-fits all
approach to curriculum and curricu
lar modifications, citing it as a factor
in his decision to create the Strategic
Planning Committee on Curricular
and Pedagogic Innovation. The Dean
announced this new committee in a
September 2 post on his blog, 20th
& H, a long with the creation of the
new Strategic Planning Committee
on Law School Identity and Commu
nication and the Strategic Planning
Committee on Student Weil-Being
and Professional Development.

Up to this point, the committee has
done extensive research on problems
in the traditional law school teach
ing model, as well as on alternative
pedagogical models such as the case
study method that is commonly used
in business schools, Brown said.

I am interested in the committee
thinking creatively about possible
innovations, both large and small,
that will improve the educational ex

"We do hope that it will allow us to
address the needs of students in the
changing landscape of the legal mar
ket. We are trying to find a way for

perience," Dean Berman said. "I have
not placed limitations on the sort of

our curriculum to address the needs

matters the committee can consider,
but I h ave stressed that at least some
of the proposals should be reforms
that we will likely be able to imple
ment over the next year."
Dean Berman expressed his inter
est in seeing proposals for more
targeted pathways,, for students in
their second and third years to take
a more focused course of study and
possibly earn a certificate or indica
tion of achievement in an area they
have chosen to specialize in.
"The goal is that in any area that any
student wants to study, we could de
sign courses and experiences for and
connect the student with a mentor
so that the student could graduate
with a set of skills, networks and op
portunities that no other law school
could have provided them" Dean
Berman said.
Typically, curriculum committees
are composed of faculty members,
but the dean has asked that each
committee consult with students as
well.
Professor Karen Brown, chair of the
Committee on Curricular and Peda
gogic Innovation, said that she has
already arranged for two students
to take part in the weekly committee
meetings that she holds with other
involved faculty members, including
Professor Christy DeSanctis, Profes
sor Phyllis Goldfarb, Professor Jeff
Manns, Professor Tom Morgan, Pro
fessor Joan Schaffner, and Professor
Bob Tuttle.

"We are trying to decide what we
can do immediately so students can
see a connection between law school
and what they will be doing in the fu
ture," Professor Brown said.

of the field and equip students with
relevant skills and experiences."
Professor Brown stated that one of
the most crucial areas that the com
mittee is considering is the first year
curriculum. Finding ways to imple
ment experiential learning into doc
trinal classes to create a stronger
foundation for first-year students is
one of the many tasks of the commit
tee.
In addition, the committee is consid
ering adding a statutory or perspec
tives course to give first year stu
dents the opportunity to learn about
the law from different viewpoints,
Brown said.
In the future, the committee hopes
to obtain student feedback. They are
considering distributing a survey to
the student body.
"Different impacts will be incremen
tal," Professor Brown said. "Next
year is a definite focus, but we are
also creating proposals that will im
pact the curriculum and be imple
mented over the next two years and
five years as well."
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OPINIONS
A Place for Feminism in Occupy DC
BY JUL IA BURKE

Law Students for Reproductive
Justice

By now, most of you have heard of display of discontent with the status
the Occupy Wall Street protest that quo, but mostly they serve as a space
started September 17th in New York where all are welcome and encour
and has spawned similar occupa aged to participate.
tions in cities around the world, in
cluding here in Washington DC. The The occupations are a lot of things to
mobilization's growth from a small, a lot of people, but we firmly believe
committed group of organizers in that they are relevant to feminism.
New York to a global presence with The economic recession and subse
hundreds of physical occupations quent austerity measures have hit
has been met with surprise, con women hardest. Women, especially
demnation, and, in some cases, a re poor women, rely heavily on social
newed sense of hope.
services such as women's health pro
grams so that they can "do it all" - be
The media struggles to make sense of mothers as well as workers, a role
Occupy Everything because it is un without which the current capital
like any other mass political move ist system cannot function. Yet when
ment in the nation's history, and governments look for places to cut to
their significance is their existence - balance the budget - a budget that is
a new form of social construction. An out of balance largely because of the
occupation serves as an end in itself: bank bailouts of 2008 - social ser
we are creating the world in which vices are the first to go. The message
we want to live. Take a walk down to to women from the corporations and
McPherson Square and you will see the government is loud and clear:
over 100 tents, lots of signs, and an you are vital to our society and our
incredible diversity of individuals. families, but we think your needs are
There is also a library, a medical area, less important than ours.
a full legal team, a kitchen, and child
care. And on any given day, Occupy Some find it easy to trivialize the con
DC h osts trainings ranging from the nection between capitalism and pa
basics of the economic crisis to anti- triarchy by reducing women to pure
oppression education. The occupa ly sexual beings in constant need of
tions certainly exist as a symbolic reproductive services, forgetting

that Planned Parenthood also pro
vides essential cancer screenings. It
is a bit more difficult to find people
willing to trivialize the connection
when austerity measures poten
tially threaten the lives of women.
Just last month, the city of Topeka,
Kansas voted to stop prosecuting
misdemeanor domestic violence for
"budgetary reasons," simultaneously
releasing accused offenders awaiting
trial. Yet research shows that domes
tic violence increases against wom
en in times of economic struggle.
The goals of the occupations and the
goals of feminism are deeply inter
connected, which is why it is so im
portant for women to get involved.

BY ROBER T STEPHENS

Staff Writer

When people find out that I have
participated in the Occupy Wall
Street movement, they often ask me
to explain what we want. I am quick
to remind them that I can only speak
for myself, and not for the move
ment as a whole (this is one of the
occupation movement's core prin
ciples). The popular critique seems
to be that we are unfocused and we
lack clear and measurable policy de
mands. I would like to respond to
that critique.
The occupation movement is not a
political movement; it is a personal
and social awakening. For many of
us, this is our first time participating
in a group that validates and sup
ports the mission to create a more
just community. For the first time,
many of us are finding our voices.
Nonparticipants often wonder what
the movement's demands are, but the
occupations cannot be understood
through a political lens. The move
ment doesn't speak the language of
politics, which is why it doesn't need
demands. Demands are points from
which to make concessions, and ulti
mately, to reach compromise with a
competing group. The most impor
tant thing to understand about the
occupations is that people are cre
ating a culture of personal and col
lective empowerment, not a political
coalition.
Manissa McCleave Maharawal, an

anthropology doctoral student, high
lights the personal nature of the
transformation.
"This made me realize that since get
ting involved in Occupy Wall Street
1 h ave felt myself change. Speaking
up to block the Declaration of Oc
cupy Wall Street so that its language
was inclusive and didn't erase his
torical and current oppressions and
inequalities (which you can read
about here) was a moment in which
I re alized, in a way that I ha ven't be
fore, that 1 ca n do this. That feeling
was about that particular moment
but also something larger, some
thing that has grown to encompass
thinking about ways in which to cre
ate a world outside of capitalism. I
keep thinking: we can do this. And
I'm not scared to say this stuff any
more, I'm not scared to articulate my
hopes and dreams and wishes for
the world. I'm not scared to sit down
with Eliot Spitzer and debate capital
ism, as did I last week for a New York
Magazine piece a friend was putting
together. Even if he is defensive and
won't let me finish my sentences and
tries to tell me that my thinking isn't
"rigorous," even then I'm still not
scared of him."
Personally, I f eel empowered by my
time at the occupations in New York
and DC. This new sense of empow
erment has led to me coming to a

If you are looking for ways to get
involved, several GW students are
collecting donations for Occupy DC.
With winter fast approaching, the
folks at the occupation need warm
clothes, camping gear (sleeping bags,
sleeping pads, tents), and tarps. Any
additional contributions, including
monetary, would be of great use.
There is a bin near the first floor en
trance of Burns, and cash donations
can be made through the lovely Cris
at the info desk. Online donations
can be made through http://occupydc.org/donate/what-we-need/. Le
gal observer trainings are held a few
times a week at McPherson Square
and law students are especially en
couraged to attend. A schedule of
trainings can be found at occupydc.
org.

The occupations have attracted criti
cism, even from within the feminist
community. Many feminists question
the ability of an occupation that de
taches from state services and police
power to properly address sexual as In solidarity,
sault and rape, for police sometimes The GW Law Students for Reproduc
seem to be the only solution. This is tive Justice e-board.
a difficult issue, and one that we rec
ognize alienates some women from
participating in the occupations.
However, it is our stance that wom
en's participation is vital to the goal
of creating a society that the current

To Occupy ancT to Serve
by Robert Stephens

government fails to deliver.

major conclusion: I no longer be
lieve in the legal system to serve as
a catalyst for social transformation.
When the legal philosophy was es
tablished in this country, it was con
structed according to the interests of
the people who were in the room at
the time: white, Anglo, land-owning,
merchant, (presumably) hetero
sexual, male etc. In their system, any
claim for just treatment must be ar
ticulated in their words and accord
ing to their rules, both of which were
explicitly set up to benefit them and
not the powerless. For example, the
Civil Rights Act does not grant "pro
tections" because a person is human;
it works because discrimination
affects interstate commerce. Your
rights only extend as far as your pur
chasing power, which is no surprise
given the elite economic position of
the founders. The rights have to be
articulated within the bounds of the
original Constitutional provisions,
only their rules and language grant
recognition.
We pretend that our legal system is
objective, when it is actually a sub
jective reflection of the men who
constructed it. Any time people ad
vocate for protection, they have to fit
their struggle into the worldview of
those 18th century men. I fe el like
oppressed people are in a constant
fight to prove that we deserve to be
included in the original conception

of America. I t hink that in the battle
to bend legal rules to accommodate
marginalized and oppressed people,
truth and justice are often obscured.
For me, the truth is that this society
was founded by slave-holders and
mass murderers who were strug
gling to best balance the interests of
land-owning industrialists and agri
culturalists. I believe that a society
founded on principles of exclusion
and oppression can never be just. I
feel that if we were to work together
now, we could do so much better.
However, just as the founders of this
country benefitted from a murder
ous regime of exploitation, the same
can be said of modern Americans. If
I don't believe that justice can flow
from a system built on African slav
ery, Native American genocide, and
exploitation, then justice cannot
sprout from our modern society ei
ther. My comfort is based on sweat
shops, drone attacks, and much of
the same oppression that existed at
the country's founding. How can I
claim to be less oppressive than the
founders of this country?
This epiphany is the reason I feel that
the true power of the occupation
movement is not found in its politi
cal demands. I an d many others are
experiencing a paradigm shift that
calls for us to think beyond how we
would like to structure power, but to
instead focus on practical and ideal
ways to treat one another

Continued on Page 9...
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Law
School Should Teach
to Be
Lawyers, Not Just to Think Like Them
On my first day of law school, Profes
sor Schechter told my torts class that
the purpose of his course was not to
teach us tort law, but to teach us how
to think like lawyers. Torts law was
merely a medium through which we
would sharpen our ability to think
analytically and recognize the logic
in legal arguments.

BY RANDY WOOD

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

In its current form, law school is
very good at teaching us how to look
things up, how to analyze laws and
facts to support an argument, and
how to cite sources using the Bluebook. In short, law school is very
good at preparing us to work for oth
er lawyers. I b elieve law school can
and should do more than that.

practice.
My Dream

You see, ever since I was a DJ (and
a geek) in high school, I've want
ed to own my own business. By
the time I applied to law school, I
was convinced that being a lawyer
would be a great way to fulfill my
entrepreneurial dream. 1 h ad it all
planned out: I w ould graduate from
law school, pass the bar, get a mod
est loan, hire a secretary, create a
website, post some ads, rent a small
office and open for business. If it
worked for John Grisham characters,
why couldn't it work for me? I wo uld
start small; maybe do some estate
planning and some small-business
work. My firm would grow organi
cally with other lawyers coming on
to meet demand. The best part about
my plan was that I wo uld be my own
boss starting on day one.

My Reality
I'm only halfway through law school,
but I've seen enough to put a serious
damper on my dream of starting my
own firm after graduation. The de
sire is still there, but the confidence
is not.

Proves It Isn't
completely Deaf

BY MICHAEL WILLIAMS

Professor Schechter could have said
What Law School Could Be
the same thing to a civil procedure,
corporations, or contracts class. The Clinics, externships and summer
rules associated with any legal sub jobs are critical parts of law school
ject will always be a few clicks (or education. But instead of just sup
page turns) away. So good profes plementing our legal education, they
sors are wise to de-emphasize the should be the core of it.
importance of the rules in favor of
teaching us how to think about them If I wanted to spend a few years of my
life on cerebral, academic exercises
in context.
with a practicum or two sprinkled in,
But learning to think like a lawyer I would have pursued an MA. One or
is only part of the reason we came two semesters of Socratic classroom
to law school; the real reason we're learning is more than enough time
here is to become lawyers. And to to learn to think like a lawyer. After
that end, law school falls short. To that, it all starts to blur. Just consider
better prepare students for success the glazed-over eyes of a 3L awaiting
upon graduation, law schools should graduation. Second and third-year
shift their emphasis away from So- law students would be better served
cratic classroom instruction and to by an education that consists of less
ward experience-based learning.
classroom instruction and more

Like many of you, I decided early
in my college career to become a
lawyer. Knowing 1 wo uld go to law
school, 1 chose a major that interest
ed me, but didn't exactly endow me
with highly marketable skills. That's
what law school would be for. But
law school, I've come to find, isn't de
signed for people like me.

Ba f

Here's an example to illustrate this
deficiency: this week in my corpora
tions class we learned that a corpo
ration cannot be converted into an
LLC, b ut that it can be merged into
one. Good to know, right? But if
someone actually came to me today
and told me they want their corpo
ration to become an LLC, I w ould do
the same thing I would have done
before I came to law school—look
it up online and figure it out as I go.
Then again, this problem might nev
er arise in the first place since law
school also fails to teach us how to
solicit clients. I th ink there is a bet
ter way.
For a model of how to empower stu
dents with greater competence upon
graduation, we need look no further
than the university hospital. Obvi
ously law and medicine are very dif
ferent. But law school could do its
students and its community a great
service by functioning more like a
medical school and less like a history
class.

A few weeks ago, several major U.S.
banks announced unsettling new.
policies. These banks were going
to start charging debit card users a
. monthly fee for the privilege of us
ing their cards. Specifically, Bank of
America announced that they would
begin charging $5 a month for the
standard use of a debit card, while
other banks like JP Morgan Chase
and Wells Fargo announced that
they would begin testing a $3 fee in
specific markets. Initially, it seemed
as though these debit card fees were
destined to join airline baggage fees
in
the "unavoidable fee" category.
The kind of law school I'm proposing
would look very different from any
V
existing today. Instead of a building It seems as though the banks were
full of classrooms, it would be a lo relying on the historical laziness and
cal network of hundreds of first-rate apathy of the American consumer in
lawyers overseeing dedicated law order to "pull the wool over our eyes"
students working for real clients. and get these fees instituted. Typi
Some of those lawyers would be aca cally, when faced with a new policy
demics, but most would be success or inconvenience, most of us do
ful practitioners being paid for the nothing. We reason with ourselves
services they oversee. Just like the that someone else will raise the
relationship between patients and banner and protect our rights. We
their doctors, clients at law school talk ourselves out of action because
clinics would recognize their law we might feel that one person can't
yers' (and their respective firms') af possibly change policy. Ultimately,
filiation with a university as an indi after no one takes up the fight, new
schools is limited to legal clinics.
These clinics provide great services
to clients and invaluable learning op
portunities to students. But to make
them immeasurably better—and
to make law school a true training
ground for lawyers—clinics should
undergo three major changes: (1)
clinics should be mandatory for ev
ery second and third-year student,
(2) clinics should be the main focus
of law school education, and (3) clin
ic clients should be charged market
rates for services rendered.

cation that they are among the best

in the business. This would ensure
a market cycle powered by high cli
ent demand and a competitive sup
ply of lawyers to staff the clinics. The
result: law students doing real legal
work. The lawyers, the law schools
and the students would all win.
One of the beauties of law school is
that it's only three years and then it's
over. We're not required to do a resi
dency or fellowship after we gradu
ate (thank goodness). To maximize
our return on these three years, law
school needs to find a way to mini
mize its love affair with the class
room.
Professor Schechter was right.
Learning to think like a lawyer is im
portant. But unless law school is re
structured to emphasize experience
over Socratic instruction, then think
ing might just be the only thing we're
good at when we graduate.
Michael Williams is a 2L from Ari
zona with a passion for innovative
ideas, useful gadgets and thoughtful
design.

policies become streamlined

opted, and ultimately become a new
part of financial life. Perhaps these
big banks should not be so blatantly
self-serving, especially in the wake
of a global financial crisis that they
caused and that we as taxpayers
had to bail them out of. The thought •
that their consumers would just roll
over and accept this latest insult was
flawed.
This time, American consumers
found their voice and immediately
spoke up to condemn this new prac
tice. The result? Bank of America
announced November 1, 2011 that
it would not be charging $5 a month
for use of debit cards (at least for
now). I applaud the collective ef
fort of thousands of American con
sumers who helped to curb this ri
diculous fee. Thank you. Your efforts
saved me and a large majority of
Americans from yet one more bank
ing scheme to charge consumers
more money. As a Bank of America
consumer myself, your help saved
me sixty bucks a year.

Almost invariably, the best medical
care available is at university hos
pitals. There are two main reasons
for this: one is their early adoption
of new technology; but perhaps the
bigger reason is that they attract the
best physicians in the world with
money and prestige.

The bank's reasoning for their new
fees was that last year's "Durbin
amendment" ate away at their rev
enues by capping the debit card
"swipe fees" they were allowed to
charge merchants. Before this 2010
legislation, banks charged mer
chants an average of $0.44 for each
debit card transaction. In 2009
alone these debit card swipe fees

What the university hospital is to
health care, law school could be to
legal services. Currently, real-life
legal experience sponsored by law

Continued on Page 7
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Bank of America, Continued from Page 6
accounted for $19 billion in bank
profits, which according to the Huffington Post were collected largely by
America's ten biggest banks. Along
with other banking regulations,
the Durbin amendment capped the
amount chargeable by more than
half to only $0.21 per transaction.
Although a fifty percent reduction
may seem like a lot, the Federal Re
serve estimates that the actual cost
that banks pay per debit card swipe
is about four cents per transaction.
Some experts even claim that four
cents per transaction is more than
the banks actually pay. So to put this
in context, before the Durbin amend
ment, banks were profiting $0.40
each time a consumer swiped his/
her debit card. This profit margin on
each swiped transaction was an as
tronomical 1,000%. The new legis
lation reduced this margin to 500%.
In the words of David Lazarus who
writes for the L.A. Times, "if you can't
make money off a 500% profit mar
gin, then you're in the wrong line of
work."
It appears as though Bank of Ameri
ca's September 2011 announcement
to charge a $5 monthly debit card fee
was an attempt to recoup lost prof
its; however, these new fees seemed
completely unreasonable for many
of the Bank of America's 57 million
customers. Don't we already pay

enough in overdraft fees, ATM f ees,
fraud protection and monthly check
ing account fees? Obviously count
less others felt the same way after an
enormous backlash from customers
and others resulting from the fee an
nouncement, coerced Bank of Amer
ica to issue a press release on No
vember 1, 2011 claiming that "[w]e
have listened to our customers very
closely over the last few weeks and
recognize their concern with our
proposed debit usage fee. Our cus
tomers' voices are most important to
us. As a result, we are not current
ly charging the fee and will not be
moving forward with any additional
plans to do so."
You listened very closely, huh? If
Bank of America had been listen
ing to its customers, wouldn't it
have avoided this whole debacle
in the first place? Why didn't Bank
of America learn a lesson from re
cent Netflix / Qwikster disaster? If
Bank of America had paid attention,
it might have seen that trying to re
coup lost profits by jacking up fees
and complicating your services only
leads to a mass exodus of customers
and huge stock losses.
If yo u read between the lines of the
Bank of America press release, you'll
realize that what they're really say
ing is: "Our bad! I di dn't think you'd
get that worked up; but hey, you
can't blame us for trying, right?" It's
fascinating that some of our coun
try's largest corporations are just

now learning that "hindsight is al
ways 20/20." By looking at Bank of
America, it seems it must get easier
to listen "very closely" when your
company drops from its position as
the number one U.S. lender after the
new fees were announced. In fact, it
seems they listened closer because
their company suffered twenty days
of trading losses in the third quarter
of 2011 alone, beginning with a $119
million drop on one day alone, the
biggest loss since the worst of the
banking crisis in 2008.
In today's struggling economy, one
would think that companies can't af
ford to be tone-deaf to their custom
ers; however more and more these
companies seem to be bulldozing
their consumers' wants and forcefeeding additional fees. After all this,
they have the audacity to be sur
prised when their actions lead to undesired results. It seems as though
listening to customers before mak
ing drastic changes is sound busi
ness advice more companies need to
follow. One has to chuckle at little,
because "listening very closely" per
haps only requires that companies
remember the age-old adage "the
customer is always right!"
Nonetheless, American consumers
owe thanks topeople like twenty-two
year old DC resident and online ac
tivist, Molly Katchpole. Katchpole's
www.Change.org petition against
the Bank of America fee gathered
well over 300,000 signatures and
urged Bank of America in the circu
lated petition letter that "American
consumers can't afford these addi
tional fees. We reject any claims by
Bank of America that this latest fee is
somehow necessary. Please, do the
right thing. Reverse your decision to
charge customers $5 each month for
using their debit cards to make pur
chases."

Although I rarely agree with a Demo
crat like Illinois Senator Dick Durbin,
the advice he gave consumers proved
to be very sound. When the Bank of
America announced their monthly
fee, Durbin noted, "My word to con
sumers across America is talk with
your feet, look for a debit card that
doesn't charge the Bank of America
fee . . . [and] look for competition
that doesn't charge this fee, [and]
move [your] debit cards." So next
time we see an unreasonable change
in service, additional fees, or price
hikes that seems just too unreason
able, and before we grab our tents
and join the Occupy Movement, we
need to remember that to get banks
to listen very closely, the best vote
we can make is with our feet.
Randy Wood is 1L and a disgruntled
Bank of America customer

TODD WATSON

Amat Victoria Curam:
"Victory Favors Careful Preparation'
Alumnus Advises Targeted Networking
As fall semester draws to a close, the
prospect of summer and post-grad
uate employment suddenly looms
large on the horizon. For many stu
dents the job search now begins in
earnest. This process is invariably
daunting, and this is as good a time
as ever to stop and consider the ad
vice of knowledgeable people.
In this interest, Nota Bene solicited
the uniquely thoughtful advice of GW
alumnus Adam Gropper, J.D. '99. Af
ter graduation Gropper went to work
for Baker & H ostetler, made partner
after seven years, and now works on
the Hill as legislation counsel for the
Joint Committee on Taxation. He did
all of this after "bombing" his first
year of law school and being rejected
by "literally hundreds" of firms, as he
put it. Last year he started legaljob.
com, where he and other lawyers of
fer advice for success in law school,
in finding a job, and as an associate.
For purposes of this article, he lim
ited his advice to finding a job.

more disposed to try to help you,"
said Gropper. "People like to help
people that are like them."
Help from the right people can be
invaluable, but finding them is only
half the battle. Since alumni are gen
erally complete strangers, the right
way to establish contact should also
be carefully considered. "Most law
yers are happy to talk about them
selves and are very willing to discuss
how they started their careers, what
opportunities they see in their fields,
and other important things you
should think about," said Gropper.
"But - and this is important - when
writing an exploratory email to a law
yer you've never met, it's a good idea
to start by saying 'I'm not asking for
a job interview, just for advice.' You
should make that explicit. This puts
the lawyer at ease, and can make him
more inclined to help you." The rea
soning behind this approach is that
successful attorneys get emails from
law students hoping to work at their
firms all the time, and they usually

Gropper's recommended path be

don't bother to respond. You don't

dents that already have an idea of

want to be lumped into this category
unnecessarily. The point is to engage

gins at the CDO, but only for stu

where they want to go. "The Career
Development Office has a wealth of
knowledge and can be a fantastic re
source," said Gropper. "But you have
to tell them exactly what you need.
You can't ask them to determine
your career goals for you. You h ave
to already know what kind of law
you want to practice when you ap
proach them. They can't really help
you decide either. That's not their
role. But if y ou go to them and tell
them that you want to practice, say,
tax law, they can provide you with
a database of GW alumni practicing
tax law and help you make contact
with those people."
The purpose of acquiring such a list
of alumni is to conduct a campaign
of targeted networking. But as these
lists are likely to contain hundreds
of names, it is wise to narrow them
down to those people that are likely
to be most able, and to want, to help
you. Gropper recommends doing
this by using "touch points," or ar
eas of commonality, between your
self and the alumni. The first touch
point is that you both attended GW
Law. The second could be that you
went to the same undergraduate in
stitution. The third could be similar
background or place of origin. And
the fourth, and most important,
should be the field of practice that
they are in and that you would like
to be in. The more touch points you
share with an alumni, the more you
should want to meet that person.
"Touch points tend to make a person

with people that can help you find a
job without putting any pressure on
them to do so.
This strategy is all fine and good for
students that already know what
they want to do, but what about
those that don't? "It doesn't have to
be so daunting," said Gropper. "You
have to make a decision at some
point about what you want to do, but
only to get to the next spot. It's only
your next job, not the rest of your
life."
"Employers want to see more spe
cialization these days than they
used to," said Gropper. "They want
to hire people who have been pur
suing a certain field of practice for
a long time. You w ant to give them
the impression that you have been.
This means you have to double down
on a position, even if y ou don't feel
100 percent certain about it. For
instance, if you're trying to get a job
in international trade law and have
been working for a small firm that
deals partly, but not primarily, with
trade issues, you want it to appear to
the potential employer that you pur
sued the position precisely because
it allowed you to work in interna
tional trade, and that this Was your
plan all along. It's not lying, but to
some degree you have to fake it till
you make it."
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The Road Home
The Story of An Undocumented Resident of the United States
money to go see a better lawyer for a
consultation.

"Dad, why are we going to America?
I do n't want to go. This is my home."

"What do you mean, she aged-out?"
my mom asked him, perplexed.

"You don't get to have a say in the
matter. Go pack your bags."

"She is too old now to qualify for a
green card with you. You would need
to file for her again separately, af
ter getting your green card. She will
have to wait in line again."

I w as merely 14 when my father de
cided to pack up and move me to the
San Francisco Bay Area, California
all the way from the islands of Fiji.
That's a 12-hour flight away from ev
erything I kn ew, including my moth
er, whom he was leaving behind. He
was running away and could not ar
ticulate to me why, besides the fact
that he wanted out and it didn't mat
ter if anyone else, let alone the news
papers, understood.
I briefly considered running away
but had nowhere to go. I remember
packing my favorite pair of red Nike
shorts, a worn-down pillow and my
pink childhood blanket that had
been washed so thoroughly over the
years that it could pass for white.
He wouldn't let me take anything he
deemed as junk: sea-shells, a price
less collection of Nancy Drew nov
els, love letters from my childhood
sweetheart. 1 never got to say good
bye to her. \t broke my heart.
C.o\d dreary -weather and ahergies

gave me a warm welcome to the

United States. We came to live with
one of my uncles in Hayward, Califor
nia. They enrolled me in high school
and 1 w as expected to pick up right
where 1 had left off, as if n othing had
changed.
The abuse started soon after we ar
rived. Sometimes, he would whip
out his belt and pelt me till he got
tired. Other times, he would grab me
and smash my head against the floor
or wall. On some occasions, he'd take
a knife and lash me with the blunt
edge.
My aunt heard him bellowing antigay slurs while hitting me and rather
than do something to stop it, she had
to know if there was any truth be
hind his allegations.
"Are you a lesbian?" She asked me
the next day when she picked me up
from school.
I didn't know how to answer the
question. I didn't really identify as
a lesbian at that point. I just knew
that I lo ved women exclusively but I
didn't know what that meant.
"I don't know," I an swered honestly.
"Figure it out. But remember, I d on't
want any lesbians near my young
daughters."
That's the last time my aunt spoke to
me or gave me a ride anywhere.
Despite the physical violence at

"How many more years does she
have to wait? She has already waited
8 years for her green card."
"7-8 more years. There is no way to
tell. Maybe she should consider get
ting married."
"I keep telling her to find a boy," m y
mother said, agreeing with the law
yer.
home, I was a good student. High
school was a breeze for me. I sc ored
in the Top 1% of the State of the Cali
fornia Star 9 exams. I wondered if
the other good students in my class
were treated similarly at home. One
day, my Dad came to school, dragged
me out of class, took me to a thera
pist and told her that 1 was not nor
mal.

"What do you mean she is not nor
mal?" 1 remember the therapist look
ing at him questioningly.
"She doesn't like boys," he replied,
looking down at the floor in shame.

ripped through Fiji. She knew there
was no going back and that she had
to create a life for us here, if only
for my sake. Fortunately for us, her
mother was a U.S. citizen and her en
tire family was based in the United
States.
After my Dad had disowned me, she
took me aside and toid me, "Don't
worry. Your mother is still alive. I wi ll

take care of you. We'll both get our
papers soon and things will be bet
ter. In this country, you can be who
ever you want to be."

"That doesn't mean she isn't normal."
She chided him and sent him out of
the room before turning to me with
a barrage of questions that I wasn't
comfortable answering.

Her mom sponsored her for a green
card in 2000 and I was named as a
derivative beneficiary of the petition
since I w as still a minor at the time.
The lawyer who handled our case
told us that everything should be a
slam-dunk.

"He would probably still hit me even
if I lik ed boys."

"When do I get my green-card,
Mom?"

I d on't know what compelled me to
say that. I d idn't even know that his
abuse was a crime. I w as brought up
to believe that a parent beating her
or his child was just another form
of discipline. But she was adamant
about calling the cops. I was even
more afraid - who would take care
of me if my father was taken away?

"Don't worry about that. Don't worry
about anything. Just go to college. By
the time you get out of college, we
should get it." She was my savior and
I ha d no reason to doubt her.

The cops came to my school and
called me to the principal's office,
where they proceeded to interrogate
me about my father. 1 lied to protect
him. I h ad no other choice. Unfortu
nately, he did not see it that way. I
had shamed the entire family.
"From now on, you are not my daugh
ter. If y ou continue to like girls, you
mean nothing to me." I w as 16 when
my father disowned me.
Despite all my heroics, my mother is
the real hero of this story. She had fol
lowed us to the United States shortly
after a U.S. s upported military coup

With the little money she had saved
up from cleaning hotel rooms and
working a fast-food job, she bought
a small cleaning business. She en
rolled me in a local community col
lege. I had graduated at the top of my
class in high school. They were more
than happy to take me even without
the proper immigration paperwork.
I w ould go to school in the day and
work for the cleaning business till
the wee hours of the morning.
But I g raduated too soon. Mom en
couraged me to continue going to
school, so I enrolled at San Fran
cisco State University, for a Masters
in International Relations. At 22,
equipped with an advanced degree,
I on ce again asked my mother about
my papers. This time we had enough

"She has plenty of time. Just make
sure he is a U.S. citizen."
It hurt. I k ept quiet about my homo
sexuality. I d idn't want to shame her
or my family in front of a stranger. I
tried a different tact.
"I thought the Child Status Protection
Act (CSPA)

protected

me. Doesn't

INA 203(h}f3) let even aged out
derivative beneficiaries the right to
keep the original priority date from
the original petition and reapply it to
a new petition? So I s hould be able
to get a green card immediately if my
mom filed for me right now using the
date assigned to us from my grand
mother's petition."
He seemed a little surprised. I had
done my research. "You are right.
But that's not how the agency is in
terpreting the law. It is too risky to
apply under that right now, with
litigation pending. You w ill likely be
denied and placed in deportation
proceedings. Your only hope is the
DREAM Act [a legislation intended
to grant a pathway to citizenship for
certain undocumented students] or
getting married to a U.S. citizen."
My mother seemed confused. "Why
doesn't the government just follow
the law? I have my green card. Why
can't you have your green card?"
"Mom, they have their own interpre
tation of what the law says."
"So what do we do now?"
"There is no way 1 want to spend my
20s without the ability to work le
gally, drive, travel and become a pro
ductive citizen. I c an take voluntary
departure and leave the country."

Continued on next page.
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"And go where? Your whole family
is here. What am I supposed to do
without you?"
I d idn't know how to respond. I st ill
don't know how to respond.
Having given up on the process, both
my mother and older sister (a U.S.
citizen via a bona-fide marriage to
another U.S. citizen) started asking
around for various suitors for me.
I faced intense pressure at home to
get married to a guy for papers. The
only way to put an end to it was to
be as out as possible. The best way to
protect myself was to break through
the barrier of invisibility. And that
was the undoing of my chains.
In October 2007-after Congressional
failure to pass the DREAM Act—I met
other undocumented youth like me
on an online portal, who were will
ing to do more than just sit around
in fear and live in the shadows. We
started organizing in several states
for the DREAM Act and against the
criminalization of immigrant com
munities. It didn't matter if anyone
supported us or not. I realized that
working within our communities
was empowering and "if we build it,
they would come." And there was no
looking back when we started con
ducting civil disobedience actions all
over the country. It only took a few
dozen dedicated individuals to cre
ate and fuel a movement that could

move politicians to reconsider a
dead piecemeal legislation time and
time again. At some point, it didn't
matter to me whether we ultimately
failed or succeeded - the fact that we
could lead such public lives without
fear was victory enough.
At 25, I had a quarter-life crisis. I
had an advanced degree, and still did
not have the right to work legally in
my own home, drive, travel abroad,
or obtain loans to further my educa
tion. While I continued working for
the cleaning business, my mother
did not have the financial support
she needed and our home was get
ting foreclosed by the bank. 1 felt
helpless and felt the walls closing
in on us. The last ten years of limbo
seemed like one long day that never
ended. Fed up with the system, the
situation at home and seeking a final
resolution, I decided to attend law
school and pursue litigation regard
ing my own immigration case since
no lawyer was willing to take it on.
I a pplied to and received admission
to some of the best law schools in
the country, and settled on attend
ing The George Washington Uni
versity in Washington D.C., a couple
thousand miles away from home in
California. I did n't know how I wou ld
get through it but once again, my
mother was by my side. She emptied
out her retirement savings accounts
and took another job to pay for my
tuition since I di dn't receive any fed

eral loans or grants like most of my
peers.

with him to New Zealand and took
back his resignation on a Monday."

Occupy/Serve
Continued from Page 5

During my first year of law school, I
resumed adjustment of status based
on the Child Status Protection Act,
knowing that a rejection would place
me in deportation proceedings. And
USC1S did precisely that - they de
nied my adjustment of status and
placed me in deportation proceed
ings, during my final semester ex
ams, much to the devastation of my
friends, family members and my girl
friend at the time.

"Wait. He had an affair with a man?"
I d on't even know why I a sked that
question. Maybe I was confused by
the pronouns. Maybe in my subcon
scious mind, everything finally made
sense.

better. However, this is not a uni
versal understanding at the occupa
tions.

"You are getting deported? I'll marry
you, you know," she said to me one
night as we lay in bed together.
"That's not going to help even if w e
could get married legally in some
state. Besides, you know that 1 don't
believe in the institution of marriage.
It's heteronormative, not queer."
"What are you going to do?"
"I will fight this like I've fought ev
erything else. I may be a Dreamer
but they are the ones who are really
disillusioned if they think they can
separate me from my loved ones."
Few people understand that the
irony of deportation proceedings
meant that I could finally work legal
ly, obtain a social security number, a
driver's license and state identifica
tion. And I only needed to drag the
case for five years to get a green card

through my mother's second catego
ry petition for me. That seems plau
sible given the current immigration
court backlogs.
I too k a legal fellowship in San Fran
cisco for the summer and came back
home to spend time with my mother.
She seemed to have aged more in
the 10 months that I w as away from
home than the last 10 years we had
spent struggling to make a living
here. Due to the stress of my impend
ing deportation and our financially
dire situation, she was hospitalized
in July with high blood pressure and
hypertension.
"There is something 1 need to tell
you. I don't want you to hate me after
I die."
"You aren't dying. Quit being so dra
matic."
"Your father was always bad at tak
ing care of us. But he made a lot of
sacrifices foi'his family."
"He cheated on you right after you
gave birth to my sister," 1 re torted. "I
don't even know why you took him
back or put up with him."
"You know your grandmother," she
looked at me, exasperated. "No one
supported me at the time. I was
ready to raise your sister on my own.
I moved to another city. And then
he came back begging He resigned
from work on a Friday, ready to go

"Yes. Your father is gay. Well, he says
he is bi-sexual." I tuned her out. It
made no sense at first. But then it
did. The repressed anger that came
out of nowhere; the posters of male
soccer players on bathroom walls;
his love for Will & Grace; his support
of gay marriage but persistent ha
tred of my woman-loving ways.
"That is why he hates me," I whis
pered to no one in particular.
"Yes. 1 kee p telling him how proud I
am of you."
That certainly didn't help the situa
tion. I ha d so many questions for my
mom. But only one made its way to
my lips.
"How come you like me so much?" I
asked, swallowing back the lump in
my throat.
"I love you. You a re the best child I
could have. And it's not your fault
that you have someone else's defec
tive genes."
It stung. The part of me that she con
siders defective is also the part of me

that knows how to love without fear
and restraint. But I w as too stunned
to argue with her at the moment. Be
sides, she had her own question for
me.
"What are we going to do now?" she
asked, referring to my gigantic law
school tuition and immigration court
hearing on November 10.
"Don't worry, Mom. You've taken
care of me for so long. Now it is my
turn to take care of you." I smiled and
continued. "Besides, this is my home
now. And no one is going to send me
anywhere I don't want to go."

One day I was standing at the oc
cupation kitchen when a man was
lamenting about houseless people
who were coming to eat food, but not
participating in the occupation. He
wanted to distribute tokens so that
food would go to movement partici
pants only. I an d another man (who
is himself houseless) said that we
believe this movement is about cre
ating spaces where everyone can eat,
find shelter, and camaraderie. My
friend also added that he had been
reaching out to people living in the
streets and encouraging them to join
the occupation or at least get food.
We were not interested in securing
power over food distribution; we
only wanted to serve others. I m ay
not ever be able to fully liberate my
self from benefitting from others'
suffering. I m ay be no less of an op
pressor than the founders of this na
tion, but this movement has shown
me that importance of valuing ser
vice over power. To me, this is much
deeper than taking the power to re
distribute resources; we must create
a new culture of empathetic service.
We will not succeed in spreading this
shift through political channels. In
stead, we must communities based
on these new principles and demon
strate their effectiveness to others.

Finally, after I was arrested a lot of
online media outlets spread a lot of
things that were not true. Armed
with a new sense of empathy, I
reached out to one of the blogs that
was particularly aggressive in its at
tacks against me. The author and
I are set to go visit the occupation
later this week and perhaps we will
reach common ground. So when he
asks me about what we want, 1 will
tell him "To Serve."

This is the LAST ISSUE...
...before finals, anyway. We'll see you in
January!

Nota Bene welcomes signed letters to the
editor from individuals or student groups.
We're also always looking for new staff, so
if you have something to say, email us at
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Ofjfice
He has been named one of IP Law
and Business's "Top 50 Under 45."
He compares scheduling office
hours to scheduling an appoint
ment with a fitness trainer. He sees
the government as a preclusive en
tity in the field of Intellectual Prop
erty Law.
He teaches Property, Corporations,
and Patent Law. Who is this profes
sor? He's Professor F. Scott Kieff.
As an undergraduate at at M.I.T.
majoring in Molecular Biology, Pro
fessor Kieff gave little thought to
the concept of lawyering. He con
centrated on such topics as physics,
chemistry, polymers, and computer
hardware, taking as many classes
as he could. "The cost of tuition
was the same no matter how many
classes I took," reminisced Profes
sor Kieff. "So I got M.I.T.'s version of
a liberal arts degree."

Hours:Professor^ E Scott Keiff

"While I was practicing," he remi
nisced, "I started to write. As I w rote
more and more, I realized basically
that the practice community seemed
to care first and foremost about
what you could do for them. And the
academic community seemed to care
first and foremost about whether
you were an academic." After uncov
ering his potential to be a full-time
academic, Professor Kieff accepted a
teaching job at the Washington Uni
versity School of Law while main
taining a part-time connection to the
practice community.

He picked up a minor in Microeco
nomics and, upon graduation, toyed
with the idea of going to law school.

The engaged approach of GW Law
students and faculty impressed Pro
fessor Kieff and made him eager to
join the community in 2009. "I main
tain a very active relationship with
the real world," he informed proudly.
He believes that his connection to
the real world allows him to teach
more effectively. "I try to work in as
much theory and practice as 1 can so
that the students see how the actual
black letter law came to be and how
it can be used."

"I do remember having a conversa
tion with friends and family at the
end of my junior year of college say
ing '\ don't know what I want to do.

As a professor and an academic,
Professor Kieff, through his copi
ous writings, developed a distinct
voice among IP academics. He began

\ WVe a \oY oi &\fterervY *t\\r\gs: TYiey
said 7f your problem is that there's

nothing you like, you have a serious
problem. But if your problem is that
you like a lot of different things, you
don't have a problem because it
doesn't matter what you pick. What
matters is THAT you pick and that
you throw yourself into it - do it like
you own it.'"

Professor Kieff chose to attend the
University of Pennsylvania Law
School for two reasons: first, be
cause the first year was graded on
a pass/fail basis, and second, be
cause one of his best friends stud
ied there.
He ended up enjoying most, of his
classes in law school. "I think the
classes that I liked the most, though,
were the classes taught by the pro
fessors who were most invested
and involved in the substance of
what they were talking about," he
said. "And they didn't even have to
always be talking about the focused
topic of the class. The off-topic com
ments that focused on practice and
theory, even though they weren;t
on the exam, were what made the
classes so exciting."
Always focused on real-world appli
cations of legal theories, Professor
Kieff worked as a summer associate
at law firms during his first and his
second summers of law school. He
also gained experience as a clerk
in the U.S. Court of Appeals under
Judge Giles Sutherland Rich, before
returning to IP litigation.

Lo r ecognize that tryp\ca\Yy, orv Yy one

academic perspective regarding IP

law was featured—and that he didn't
agree with that perspective. "There
were about fifteen academic centers
at top law schools devoted to the socalled IP Law and at the time almost
every one of them was constantly
and uniformly talking about how IP
rights were bad. And I thought to
myself, 'Wait a minute. I d on't think
that's right.'"
While the majority of IP academics
advocate governmental regulation of
intellectual property, Professor Kieff
disagrees. "Basically, what property
rights do is they essentially force
people to talk to and negotiate with
each other. Regulatory approaches
force people to talk to and negoti
ate with different branches of the
government. Most regulatory ap
proaches, I think, overlook that the
people who are best able to work
the apparatus of our government are
always the players with the biggest
law firms on K Street and the largest
pocketbooks. Regulatory approach
es further entrench large business
interests in a way that stifles inno
vation and competition. Mistakes
also get locked in the regulatory ap
proach because when the govern
ment makes a mistake, it binds all of
us."
With these ideas in mind. Professor
Kieff and some colleagues founded
the Project on Commercializing In
novation at Stanford University's
Hoover Institution, in order to ex
plore numerous academic IP Law
concepts. "Our project was designed

to tap into the policy, academic, and
practice communities and say, 'Hey
look. We're going to try to present an
idea that's different from the ideas
that are being held out as THE aca
demic perspective,"' he explained.
"We don't want to go so far as to say
that there are only two academic per
spectives. But we do want to make
sure that there are at least two."
Currently, Professor Kieff, in addition
to directing the Project on Commer
cializing Innovation, mediates and
arbitrates cases, consults on proj
ects, and sometimes serves as a tes
tifying expert. "My duty is not to the
client. My duty is to myself and the
project that I'm hired to work on,"
he explained. "People come to me
because they want my unvarnished,
independent view. I g ive it, and then
the client and his lawyer can decide
what to do with it.
He also works on numerous proj
ects simultaneously because, in his
words, "I find that projects never
write themselves and I can never

predict which ones will write faster
or slower." One of Professor Kieff's
main current projects is writing a
book denouncing recent changes to
IP law, examining the commonalities
between the ups and downs in Intel
lectual Property law, and explaining
why "we would expect it to go down
further before coming back up."
Recently, Professor Kieff was recog
nized at the United Nations in New
York as a finalist for the World Tech
nology Award for Law. Finalists were
chosen for their "innovative work of
the 'greatest likely long-term signifi
cance' in their fields."

For students interested in practic
ing IP Law, Professor Kieff advised
not to get caught up in choosing a
career. "The single biggest obstacle
I fi nd that students have is that they
get caught up in trying to pick rather
than just throwing themselves in.
Don't try to pick right. Just pick. No
body I know who I look up to who
had an awesome career planned it."

For more content,
links, and photos,
be sure to check out
our website
www.thenotabene.org
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Food Court: The Holiday Spirit
In cooking as in life, one really is the
loneliest number. As we approach
the fall holidays, food becomes the
increasingly important centerpiece
of togetherness, the beacon for fam
ily and friends to join in celebration.
They say Thanksgiving began in 16

Brown Bag Turkey
A Thanksgiving Classic
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

21 in Plymouth, Massachusetts as
a harvest celebration for the com
munity. Today, Thanksgiving is often
marked by family gathering, overin
dulgence, and the ensuing leftovers
that seem to last for weeks. In either the opportunity to share something
case, the indispensable elements are special, together, every year. This is
the people that share in the moment, what they meant by "the pursuit of
that gather around a communal ta Happiness."
ble and enjoy a common feast.
While law school may feel like a far
Don't get me wrong - the food is im cry from Thanksgiving, the same
portant. Thanksgiving has become a principles apply. In a field of study
source for home cooks to showcase that is historically competitive and in
their talent in large scale and for as a job market that is currently uncerpiring cooks (or loving children) to * tain, it is easy to approach law school
offer their hand in the process. There with a different frame of mind than
is an inherent recognition that for an we do everyday life.
occasion marked by a special family
spirit, the food must not be any less But the minute we allow law school
to cause us to shut ourselves out from
special.
our friends and family is the minute
But Thanksgiving is a beautiful holi we begin to hate it. Many people say
day not merely for its cornucopia of they study better alone, but at the
cuisine but because it is a pure ex same time you can't spend a whole
pression of American values: a unit day in isolation. While the material
ed family, welcome neighbors, and

,-7

Remove the giblets from the bird,
then rub unsalted butter all around
the outside of the turkey.

we study is important (very, in fact),
equally significant are the friend
ships we make, the camaraderie we
share, and the relationships we have.
Law school is three years long. That
is way too much time to lose to lone
liness and stress. We must enjoy the
experience with others, share our
burdens, and release our stress at
the metaphorical (or literal) dinner
table. We cannot lose sight of fam
ily and friends just because it isn't a
holiday.

Salt and pepper it (plus any other
spices you may want such as papri
ka, sage, etc.).
Quarter an onion and get a few stalks
of celery together.
Place the whole turkey, onion, and
celery into a double brown paper
bag (from the grocery store) and tie
the bag closed with twine.
Poke a couple holes in the bag with a
fork and place it in the oven.
Cook for 3 to 3 % hours for a moist,
browned turkey!

Want to know how you'll
score on your MBE?
Prepare with AdaptiBar.
Why take a chance on your Multistate Bar Exam when AdaptiBar's
online simulator and prep program can give you a highly
accurate prediction of your score and then provide the tools,
feedback and confidence to raise it to or beyond what you need.
Take the guesswork out of your MBE—it's better to know.

Enroll now for only
$ Q Q R per ,
J J session

A

Try AdaptiBar's Smart Online Flashcards
$ Q C ilf et im e
ZP +J a ccess
Includes 850 flashcards
Provides substantive review

ADAPTIBAR"

Online MBE Simulator & Prep. Know if You'll Pass.

Site | www.AdaptiBar.com
Phone | 877.466.1250
Email | info@adaptibar.com
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Badinage with the Kardashians
On Halloween, the Twittersphere ex
ploded with a vital piece of breaking
news. Of course my regular readers
already know what I'm talking about
- they took my advice and created
Twitter accounts. For the rest of you
uninitiated technophobes, I'll rehash
the significance of this monumental
announcement. But before I break
the news, I need to stress the kinds
of announcements you're missing
out on if you haven't yet joined the
Twitterverse. Ok, enough with the
preliminaries. According to @ryanseacrest on October 31, "Yes @ kimkardashian is filing for divorce this
morning."
This is "straight from the horse's
mouth" news. I realize that Ryan is
not actually a horse but instead a
abnormally small human man, but
you should know that he had more
to do with the Wedding than anyone
else, including Kim and Kris. In case
you didn't know, Ryan Seacrest is re
sponsible for the creation and pro
motion of all the Kardashian reality
shows. In other words, the man is
single-handedly bringing about the
end-times.
The marriage lasted seventy-two
days. That means that Kim and Kris
were actually engaged for longer
than they were married. And get

this, the couple made an estimated
17.9 million dollars from the wed
ding! Wow. I'm hoping to score a
KitchenAid mixer and some nice
dishes and towels when I g et mar
ried, but 18 million dollars?! And the
best part? They didn't pay for any of
it! All three of the 20,000 dollar Vera
Wang gowns were free as well as al
most half a million dollars of Perrier
Jouet champagne.
Such extravagance is obscene in to

day's economic climate. The viewership of the Kardashian television
empire highlights the enormous
economic gulf between the haves
and the have-nots. By and large, the
women watching Kim and Khloe are
not other millionaires, instead they
represent middle America: families
living in 3 bedroom homes in the sub
urbs subsisting on annual incomes
of around 40,000 (or in Kardashian
dollars, two Vera Wang dresses].
The cost of catering for Kim's wed
ding was three quarters of a million
dollars. That's more than most of
the show's viewers will ever save in
their entire lives, and it disappeared
in a few hours as five hundred guests
consumed hors d'oeuvres and pas
tries.
I know what you're thinking: Blake,
why do you know so much about the
Kardashians? I can explain. 1 ha ve
a girlfriend. This girlfriend doesn't
have cable at her place. So because
I h ave a TiVo at home, the Kardashi
an wedding extravaganza was re
corded (and eventually watched) at
my apartment. The show itself is a
train wreck of epic proportions. It's
a Greek Tragedy exposing the dan
gers of wealth and the problems in
herent when a family turns itself into
a brand. The only likeable person
on the entire show is Lamar Odom

who seems relaxed and carefree - as
though he is the only one who's in on
the fact that the entire thing is a big
joke.
Since the news broke, various tab
loid news outlets have reported
on the details of the divorce. Some
commentators are speculating that
the entire marriage was a sham per
petuated on the public to make mon
ey. My favorite reaction came from
the Twitter comedian @robdelaney

who wrote a letter threatening to
sue Kim, E! Entertainment, and Com
cast if s he and Kris do not get back
together and give it another try. Be
lieve it or not, I th ink Kris is willing
to try to make things work. In his
official statement on the day of the
divorce filing he said, "I love my wife
and am devastated to learn she filed
for divorce... I'm willing to do what
ever it takes to make it work." In an
ironic turn of events, it appears that
Kris was unable to keep up with the
Kardashians.
Kim's sister Khloe appeared less
shocked, writing on her website, "I
want to thank all of our amazing fans
for your unconditional love and sup
port. My sister is going through a
very difficult time and your kindness
right now means the world to all of
us. Kim, we love you more than any
thing." Um, FANS!?!?! The Kardashi
ans are not a basketball team. They
are famous for being famous - a re
markable circularity made possible
by our collective obsession with ce
lebrity gossip.
This celebration of celebrity for its
own sake sickens me. It is a disease
that seems to have somehow spread
across America. I've lived in Wash
ington, Utah, Tennessee, Kentucky,
Oklahoma, Texas and now DC - and

wherever I go people are obsessed
with this self-indulgent opulence.
I have an enormous problem with
this - reality television is grooming
the next generation of Americans for
a life of voyeurism rather than par
ticipation. There is a world of differ
ence between a mother who wastes
her time on the couch watching the
Kardashians and a Mom who spends
her free time at Book Clubs and PTO
meetings, and unfortunately, too
many children in the rising genera

tion are being raised by these celebriphiles.
The reality is that the lives of the
Kardashians are not significantly
different as a result of the television
program. While it's true that they
make millions more as a result of
their branding arrangement with Mr.
Seacrest, the Kardashians were rich
before the show and they'll continue
to be rich for the foreseeable future.
They'll continue to spend their mon
ey on silly things and ride around
in black Escalades while complain
ing about shallow things. The big
ger problem is the amount of time
the general public dedicates to this
drivel.
The show perpetuates the lie that
money and success can be amassed
without significant effort and dedi
cation. As law students with exams
right around the corner we can all
appreciate the truth behind the idea
that hard work pays off. This Kar
dashian Kurse only serves to rein
force my belief that reality television
is useless crap. Turn on BBC America
or watch some of the original series
on HBO and Showtime. Whatever
you do, stay away from the E! Chan
nel (unless of course, the girlfriend is
over and it makes her happy].

When he's not busy trying to keep up
with the Kardashians, Blake Behnke
blogs at http://binkmi.tumblr.com/.

